Exceptional Beauty.
Uncompromised Quality.

The finishing touch is in the siding
You’ve taken the time and care necessary to buy or design your home
with the perfect layout and style to suit your needs. From the kitchen
cabinets to the furniture and window treatments, you’ve thought of
every detail. But what if you could give your home even more style,
elegance and quality than you imagined? That’s where we come in.

Making your dreams come true
Fraser Wood Siding provides its customers
with the highest quality, Canadian-made siding
and shingles. Our craftsmen bring decades of
experience so you can rest assured that your
home is protected by the best quality wood and
manufacturing. Our products are both natural
and versatile which means you have virtually
unlimited options.

Fraser Wood Siding
FROM OUR PLANT TO YOUR HOME, QUALITY IS EVERYTHING
Our siding is made from Canadian softwood, sustainably harvested from 100%
PEFC certified forests in British Columbia. We take this high quality wood and
manufacture it with precision so it lasts for decades, giving you a strong and
stable wood that will protect your home from the outside in.
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Naturally vibrant
You can’t replicate the natural beauty of quality wood siding. Every panel is unique and vibrant.
We have both timeless and modern designs and an unlimited variety of colours.

PROFILE

8” Bevel
Storm

Classic Series
Give your home a timeless appeal with wood siding from our Classic Series.
With seven profiles to choose from, the aesthetic of this series has stood the test of time.
This classic shiplap design will add elegance to any home.

Bevel with Shiplap
6” Profile in Pepperwood

Board & Batten
10” Profile in Indian Corn

Channel

6” Profile in Beachgrass

Cove
6” Profile in Federal Blue

* Colours may not be exactly as shown. Fraser Wood Siding suggests ordering samples first. Please see fraserwoodsiding.com for warranty details.

V-Joint

6” Profile in Bark Mulch

Neo

8” Profile in Slate Gray

Euro-V

8” Profile in Mulberry
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Evolution Series

PROFILE

Evolution
Bevel
Kendall
Charcoal

Our commitment to quality means
we challenge ourselves to be innovative.
Our Evolution Series offers a tongue and groove design that incorporates end
matching, giving you the quality and elegance of wood siding with a modern
look. This water and sound-resistant series offers three profiles that give your
home a clean finish. Thanks to our unique Fraser-Lok technology and hidden
nail system, your siding will look as if it was installed effortlessly.

Evolution Bevel
6” Profile in Light Blue

Evolution Euro-V
6” Profile in Fawn

Evolution Neo
6” Profile in Plummet

* Colours may not be exactly as shown. Fraser Wood Siding suggests ordering samples first.
Please see fraserwoodsiding.com for warranty details.

We’ve got you covered
Profile Options

		1”X4”		1”X6”		1”X8”		1”X10”
Bevel
Board & Batten
Channel
Cove
V-Joint
Neo
Euro-V
Porch
							
Classic
Evolution
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With Fraser Wood Siding your investment is protected. All of Fraser’s
traditional finish, solid coating products come with an industry
leading 20-year warranty against cracking, peeling, and blistering
and a 50-year warranty against wood decay. The option to upgrade
all traditional finish, solid coating
warranties to 30 years for siding
& trim is also available.
* Visit our website for more details.

Cedar Shingles
PROFILE

Estate
Shingles

Fraser Classic Series 16”
You can’t go wrong with cedar shingles from our Classic Series.
Available in premium or select with a broad range of designer cuts
and virtually any colour you want, give yourself the freedom to
customize your home to suit your style.

Fraser Estate Series 18”
We developed our Estate Series to offer our one-of-a-kind cedar
shingles to customers that prefer a larger scale. Our Estate Series is

If you want to give your home a distinct
charm, look no further than cedar shingles.

specially manufactured using Eastern White or Western Red Cedar to
give any home the classic look of cedar shingles. This series provides
the perfect accent for any 8” or 10” siding profile and is available in the
same variety of colour and designer cut options as our Classic Series.

Make a statement with cedar shingles and know you’ve got the highest quality product on the market. Guaranteed.

Finish with premium
mouldings, trims and more
Take your project to the next level with our finishing products.
We offer everything from skirt boards, Victorian mouldings,
and fascia to vented soffit and window trims. We can even
finish your porch ceiling! Whether it’s a classic, modern or
rustic style, we have the right finishing touches in any colour.
* Visit our website for a complete listing of our trims and accessories.
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Pick a colour, any colour!

Atlantic Collection

You’ve decided to go with top quality siding to complete your home from the outside in. The coating
you choose is as important on the exterior of your home as it is on the interior. Fraser uses next
generation, urethane-based performance coatings that provide a durable, more fade-resistant finish
than anything else on the market. As with every step of the selection process, Fraser Wood Siding
gives you plenty of options and industry-leading warranties on all of our colour collections.

Take the rugged beauty of the east coast
anywhere with our Atlantic Collection. We take
a next generation base coat and combine it with
a semi-transparent urethane glaze. With eight
vibrant colours to choose from, we can help you
achieve the perfect look. And with our industryleading warranties, you can rest assured that your

Solid Stain Collection

siding will retain its beauty for years to come.

Customize your home with rich, vibrant colours from our Solid Stain Collection. With an unlimited
exterior colour selection, your options are limited only by your imagination. If you need inspiration,
you can access the colour visualization tool available on our website.

Semi-Transparent Collection

Lobster Trap

Cabot Trail

Peggy’s Cove

Fundy Tides

Covered Bridge

Bluenose

Harbour Mist

Burnt Maple

If a more natural finish is what you’re looking for, our Semi-Transparent Collection will enhance the
natural beauty of your siding by allowing the grain, texture, and colour variations within the wood
to show through. Our deep penetrating, lightly-pigmented, semi-transparent coating offers you a
combination of 12 classic and modern tints, allowing you to select the perfect colour to bring out your
premium wood siding’s natural beauty.
Wood
Tones:
Mahogany

Ginger

Walnut

Hickory

Cinnamon

Cedar

Colours:
PROFILE

Dark Slate
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Nantucket
White

Colonial
Yellow

Mulberry

Seacoast
Gray

Barn Red

* See fraserwoodsiding.com for warranty differences on Solid/Semi-Trans/Atlantic. Colours may not be exactly as shown. Fraser Wood Siding suggests ordering samples first.

Evolution
Neo
Atlantic Peggy’s
Cove

FraserHD
Looking for a more contemporary style?
Give your project a sleek and modern exterior with
FraserHD. This brushed finish highlights the natural beauty
of your wood siding by creating an enhanced texture that
provides a smoother surface than our traditional rough
sawn finish.

Uniquely Yours.
Create a project that is as unique as you are. FraserHD
is exclusively available in a variety of our Classic Series
8” profiles and all of our Evolution Series 6” profiles. In
addition, choose the perfect colour to suit your style from
any one of our Solid, Semi-Transparent, or Atlantic colour
collections. With so many options to choose from your
project is sure to set itself apart.

Let us turn your dreams into a reality
Tell us what you want and we’ll handle the details.
Visit our website at fraserwoodsiding.com

Bring the outside in.

Atlantic Collection - Burnt Maple

Combine the exterior beauty of your home with the interior. Fraser’s use of next generation urethane-based
performance coatings makes FraserHD the only product of its kind that is safe for use on the interior and
exterior of your home, allowing you to extend your unique style throughout your entire project.

Best Fiber. Best Coating. Best Warranty.
You can rest assured that you’ve made the best decision when choosing Fraser Wood Siding for your home.
We use only precision engineered premium wood fiber and Sherwin-Williams next generation urethanebased performance coatings to ensure that we are offering you the best product available on the market.

Pull into your driveway feeling confident
that you made the best decisions in both
aesthetic and quality. Make sure your
home has the elegance and durability of
Fraser Wood Siding.

To demonstrate that we stand by our product we also offer you industry-leading warranties.
Visit fraserwoodsiding.com for more details.
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Superior quality and service
Get the best wood, the best coating and industry-leading warranties.

fraserwoodsiding.com

Phone: 888-457-3898

